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A Leading Force In Materials Handling, Weighing & Automation Solutions
CJ Waterhouse Company Limited is a UK based engineering company specialising in the design, manufacture and
implementation of bespoke materials handling, weighing and automation solutions for a variety of manufacturing
industries.
Building on our extensive knowledge of materials handling solutions we manufacture a wide range of equipment
including; weighing, feeding, handling & automation systems to suit our customers exact requirements
From stand-alone machines to total turn-key systems covering all aspects of mechanical, electrical and software
solutions we provide a comprehensive service from concept to ﬁnal commissioning.
Our aim is to provide our customers with the best possible solution to their materials handling and plant automation
requirements with respect to technical speciﬁcation, longevity and budget.
By listening to our customers and fully understanding their manufacturing process and future production plans we
provide tailor made system solutions to suit your speciﬁc need.

Intake & Bulk Storage
Sack & Bulk Bag Discharging
Mechanical Conveying
Pneumatic Conveying
Feeding & Dosing
Screening & Sieving

Weighing Systems
Bespoke Machinery
Packing & Palletisation
Control & Automation
Turn-key System Solutions
Engineering Services

Serving Your Industry World Wide
We have extensive experience working with a wide variety of raw materials, from ﬁne powders to granules, viscous
oils and solid polymers. Through our existing materials knowledge, machine design experience and continuous
development of our product range we can oﬀer our customers tailor made system solutions to overcome their
speciﬁc material handling problems.
C J Waterhouse Co. Ltd. supply machinery and systems to an assortment of manufacturing industries both in the UK
and worldwide from pet food ingredients to polymer processing and waste handling. We oﬀer customer speciﬁc
solutions to all industries where the manufacturing process requires the automated or semi-automated intake and
processing of raw materials to consistently and economically manufacture their end product.

Rubber & Plastics
Pet & Animal Feeds
Food & Beverage
Cements & Aggregates
Chemicals & Ingredients

Waste Handling & Recycling
Power Generation & Oﬀshore
Biomass & Green Energy
Refractories & Alloys
Bespoke Manufacture

CONTACT US
Telephone:

+44 (0) 1636 610792

Email:

sales@cjwaterhouse.co.uk

Website:

www.cjwaterhouse.co.uk

Address

Unit 3 & 4 Telford Court
Telford Drive
Brunel Drive Ind. Est.
Newark
Notts
NG24 2DX

Intake & Bulk Storage
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Bulk Raw Material Intake Systems
Raw materials intake systems can be supplied in a variety of
configurations to suit your specific materials, processes and
storage requirements.
For materials supplied by tanker a pneumatic intake system
is generally used to convey materials from the tanker directly
into the storage silos. These systems can either utilise a
truck mounted blower or a dedicated site mounted unit. Such
systems can be used to load eithe a single storage vessel or
a number of silos via diverter valves or pipework connection
manifolds.
For materials supplied by tipper truck or similar we would
generally supply a drag link or walking floor system to move
the material to the storage facility. Such systems typically
incorporate a sunken mechanical transfer system with a infeed hopper assembly.

Bulk Material Storage - External Silos
For high usage
materials delivered to
site by tanker or lorry
we can offer bulk
storage silos of
varying capacity
suitable for holding a
variety of materials.
Such storage facilities
can be loaded either
pneumatically or
mechanically.
Bulk external silos can be supplied for raw material intake systems
or for storage of finished product prior to its collection. Raw
material silos are generally floor mounted and finished product
silos are stillage mounted to permit direct loading of tankers
below.
Silos are supplied with level detection systems and filtration units
and can also incorporate de-humidification and drying systems
together with trace heating and external lagging dependant upon
the specific material requirements.
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Intake & Bulk Storage
Bulk Material Storage - Internal Fabric Silos
For low density materials fabric
silos can be utilised as an
alternative to traditional steel
storage vessels. This type of
storage facility generally comprise
of a steel support structure from
which a woven polypropolene
fabric bag is hung.
Fabric silos can be supplied in
various shapes and sizes with
volumes from 1M3 to over 60M3
and can incorporate numerous
enhancements such a inspection
windows filtration media and level
monitoring systems.
As with conventional steel storage vessels fabric hoppers can incorporate a variety of in-feed and
discharge arrangements to suit the specific materials and process requirements.

For suitable material types and processes, fabric silos offer a relatively low cost alternative to steel
vessels with much of the same functionality, however they do have the added advantage of being light
weight and can be supplied on mobile frameworks.

Intermediate Storage & Process Feed
In many instances bulk
storage facilities are used to
supply materials to internal
intermediate storage
hoppers or ‘day bins’. These
day bins are then utilised to
feed a specific process or
plant operation. Such
systems generally provide
automatic refilling of the
intermediate storage
hoppers either pneumatically
or mechanically.
Intermediate storage facilities can be manufactured from both mild
and stainless steel and include level detection and monitoring
systems. Such storage facilities can be supplied to accommodate
any required capacity and suit any specific downstream throughput
via automated discharge valves and feeding devices.
Pneumatically fed hoppers are generally supplied with a reverse jet filter unit to remove transferred
product from transferring air without expulsion of dust to atmosphere.

Sack & Bulk Bag Discharging
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Intermediate Bulk Storage & Discharge - FIBC & RIBC
Raw material suppliers generally provide bulk powders in Rigid containers (RIBC's) or flexible 'Big
Bags' (FIBC's) of varying types and sizes, all of which can be handled, discharged or filled using our
range of equipment.
Our discharge stations whether
they be for bags or bins are
designed to form an enclosed
system providing controlled
discharge of material to the
downstream process without
pollution of the surrounding area.
Systems can range from simple
RIBC stations to sophisticated
FIBC stations incorporating self
sealing vibratory tables, neck
clamp assemblies with interlocked
access door and bag massage
systems. Both bag and bin
systems are supplied with
integrated surge hoppers
providing a sufficient buffer of
material to accommodate typical
container change over times

FIBC Station Components
Upper sealing
membrane with
optional vibratory
discharge assistors

Neck tie access
box with optional
pneumatic clamp
system

Bespoke FIBC Systems
In addition to our standard range
of bulk bag and rigid bin
discharge stations we can also
supply bespoke solutions to
overcome your specific
materials handling requirements
providing a single multipurpose discharge system.

Surge hopper with
discharge flange
to suit
downstream
equipment

FIBC Cutting Stations
Bulk bags without discharge necks can also be automatically
handled via our FIBC cutting station which replaces the bag support
and neck tie sections of our standard discharge station with a static
bag cutting system. Bulk bags are lowered into the upper cowl and
onto the blade assembly which slices the bag base from corner to
corner allowing product to discharge into the surge hopper.

Such systems can
incorporate material
screening, blending and
separation to ensure the
discharged material falls
within the required
specification.

Sack & Bulk Bag Discharging
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Sack Discharging
Manual Sack Emptying

For materials delivered to site in smaller sacks we offer a
range of storage and discharge solutions designed to
provide easy, dust free emptying of materials into the
production system. Our ‘rip & tip’ sack tip stations permit
manual discharging of powder and pellets and can be
supplied with any required storage volume. The stations
are supplied as standard with internal mesh screens and
low level detection and can incorporate numerous
additional features to enhance functionality and
operation.

Various storage capacities
Automated extraction system
Bag support shelf
Internal support mesh
Level monitoring
Discharge flange to suit

Automatic Sack Emptying
In addition to our range of manual sack emptying
systems CJ Waterhouse co. ltd. also supply
automatic sack emptying solutions manufactured
by one of our partner companies, Comav. These
machines cut the bag into two or more sections,
discharge its contents through a rotating mesh
drum and compact the empty sack into a plastic
storage sack.
Comav supply a range of machines with
throughputs ranging from 150 to 1000 bags per
hour and can incorporate either belt in-feed
system for single file bags or fully automated
pallet discharger systems.

150 - 1000 bph
Auto Sack Compaction
Belt or Pallet Feed
Atex Models Available
Powders & Pellets
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Mechanical Conveying
Belt Conveyors
Belt conveyor systems are used to transfer either
loose or solid materials both horizontally and at
inclined angles. These conveyors can be supplied
with solid or interlinked mesh belts, with or without
flights dependant upon requirements and can be used
a simple transfer systems, feeding devices or as batch
or continuous weighers.
Belt conveyors can be supplied open or fully
enclosed with inspection hatches and can include
multiple inlets to suit the specific in-feed
requirements.
Numerous belt materials and types can be supplied to suit
the specific material and elevation angle. Such variants
include PVC or rubberised belts, flights or chevrons and
integral side walls. In addition belt cleaning systems via
mechanical or pneumatic operation can be incorporated.

Roller Conveyors
Roller conveyors are generally
utilised for the transfer of solid or
containerised materials. Such
conveyors can be supplied with
numerous drive options
dependant on machine speeds
and loading. Layouts can
incorporate multiple lanes,
corners and transfer systems.

Bucket & Belt Elevators

Mechanical elevation systems are
utilised where vertical lifting of
material is required. We can supply
numerous forms of mechanical
elevation systems such as:
Belt & bucket type.
This method uses a vertical belt with
buckets which collect materials from a
single in-feed point at the bottom and
discharges it via centrifugal force at the top
Swing bin bucket elevators. This method
uses a chain driven bucket system and can
have multiple inlets / outlets. This type of
elevator incorporates a lower boot section
where material is fed in to and an upper
horizontal section where cam arrangements tip the
buckets at the required discharge point. With these
elevation systems multiple configurations are
achievable and material can be conveyed both vertically
and horizontally.

Mechanical Conveying
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Screw Conveying Systems
Screw conveyors can not only be used as
accurate feeding devices but can also provide an
efficient method of transferring bulk materials.
Such conveying systems can be supplied to
simply move product from one storage location to
another or to convey product over a longer
distances and incorporate directional changes
via multiple units.
Transfer screws can be designed and supplied to suit our customers exact requirements with respect to
conveying rate, dimensions and material handling capabilities. Rotational sensors & choke switches can be
incorporated to monitor screw performance and indicate blockages and faults.

Aero / Mechanical Conveyors
Aero-mechanical conveying systems, often
called chain and disk conveyors, comprise of a
series of disks mounted onto a central wire rope
running within a tubular enclosure. The rope
and disks are powered via a sprocket system at
one end and are drawn through the enclosure to
convey product. The conveying action is via a
combination of mechanical and pneumatic
movement. These type of conveying systems
are useful where line of sight routing is not
permissible as they can incorporate numerous
direction changes.

Bespoke Elevating Conveyors
Specialist elevating conveyors incorporating flighted
belt systems are supplied for specific material
handling requirements such a pre-formed material
bags / sachets and component parts.
Such machines can be supplied to simply
elevate materials for the down stream process
line or as part of larger separation or sorting
processes.
These conveyors can incorporate standard
rubber / PVC belt or modular plastic
systems to suit the specific process and
material requirements.

Pneumatic Conveying
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Dense Phase Pneumatic Conveying
Dense phase pneumatic conveying systems transfer product as a slug of
material at slow speed under high pressure. Dense phase systems normally
operate as a batch transfer system where a batch of materials is weighed and
discharged into a pressure vessel. The vessel is then pressurised and the
discharge valve opened therefore forcing the material along the conveying
pipe line. This type of conveying system causes less damage to delicate
materials which are susceptible to degradation when transferred at higher
speeds.

Material is transferred to
the receiving vessel which
is fitted with a reverse jet
filtration system which
separated the transferring
air from the material via a
series of filter cartridges.
The cartridgs are
automatically cleaned
between batches using
reverse air jets.

Lean Phase Pneumatic Conveying
Lean phase pneumatic conveying systems transfer
product as a stream of material suspended within a
higher speed conveying gas under lower pressure.
This type of transfer system can be utilised for both
batch and continuous production and uses a blower unit
to force conveying air along a pipe line into which the
material is introduced. Material is generally fed from a
discharge station or a weigher into the conveying line
via a rotary valve which not only delivers material at a
constant rate but also separates the upstream
equipment from the conveying pressure.
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Pneumatic Conveying
Vacuum Conveying
Vacuum conveying systems operate in reverse to a
lean phase system where material is transferred from
source to destination via a vacuum pump or inverse
blower. Air is sucked out of the transfer pipe line
which causes a vacuum and therefore pulls the
material along.
This type of transfer system can also
be utilised for both batch and
continuous production systems.
Vacuum transfer systems generally
utilise rotary valves or similar
feeding system to control the flow of
material into the line and normally
incorporate a filter or cyclone unit
on the receiving vessel to separate
transferring air from material.

Venturi
Unit

Venturi Systems
Venturi systems use the principles of fluid dynamics to create
both negative and positive conveying pressures. A negative
pressure is created upstream of the unit and a positive
pressure is created downstream. Such systems are therefore
very effective in sucking material from its source and
supplying it to the destination under pressure. These
systems convey materials using lean phase technology and
utilise either a cyclone of filter unit at the destination to
separate conveying air from conveyed product.

The venturi system works by creating a constriction within
the pipe (classically a hourglass shape) that varies the
flow characteristics of the gas travelling through the tube.
As the velocity in the throat is increased a consequential
loss in pressure occurs. This drop in pressure therefore
creates a vacuum effect which can be used to draw
material into the conveying pipeline. On the downstream
side of the venturi unit the material is conveyed using the
positive pressure air flow.

Conveyed
Material

Air
Return
Material
Intake
Blower
Unit
Air In To
Venturi

C J Waterhouse company are a UK distributor
for Kongskilde, a leading supplier of venturi
systems around the world. Their extensive
experience within material conveying using
fluid dynamic principles has led them to provide
a unique system which vastly reduces air
consumption and reduced end of line filtration
requirements due to
their air return
system. This
system removes a
portion of the air that
is supplied to the
venturi to create the
vacuum and returns
it back to the blower
unit to be recycled.

Feeding & Dosing
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Feeding and dosing systems are designed to accurately dispense your materials to a specific
downstream process, storage vessel or weighing system. For precision dosing systems we incorporate
feeder shut off valves or catch gates and variable speed drives to ensure the highest level of accuracy is
achieved. All our systems are custom designed to suit our client's requirements with respect to speed,
throughput and accuracy.
We supply a variety of dosing & feeding equipment to suit your specific material requirements from fine
powders to granules, liquids and solids. From belt feeding devices to screw conveyors we can provide
the correct solution to handle your materials efficiently and carefully.

Screw Feeders
Dosing screw feeders are generally supplied for applications
where accurate dispensing of powders is required. Such feeders
are custom designed to suit the specific materials and throughput
requirements. Feeders can be supplied with tubular or ‘U’ trough
casings with removable top plates
The majority of feeders are supplied with
rigid casings and solid shafts with welded
flights, however flexi-screws can be
supplied where the unit comprises
of a curved or flexible tubular casing
with a flexible coreless flight helix.
Such systems are useful where
elevation is required but a straight
feeder body is not achievable

Single or twin helix agitators are incorporated for
difficult materials to reduce bridging and promote a
constant flow of material to the feeder flight.

For applications where higher batch sizes and varying
throughputs are required specialist feeders can be supplied
which include duplex flights of different diameters to
increase throughput range whilst maintaining accuracy. For
maximum throughput both flights are run simultaneously
and for maximum accuracy just the smaller flight is run.
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Feeding & Dosing
Vibratory Feeders
Vibratory feeders are extremely
versatile and capable of conveying
and dosing a wide range of material
types from powders to large granules
and solids. These feeders comprise of
a trough assembly mounted to a
support frame via anti-vibration
mounts. Single or twin vibratoy
motors are mounted to the trough to provide
material movement via amplitude vibration.
Manual adjustment to the feed rate can be
made by setting the oﬀset of the motor weights. This type of
vibratory feeder can not incorporate automated speed changes but
are suitable for application where careful material conveying at a
ﬁxed speed is required. All vibratory feeders are well suited to
production lines where quick and easy clean down is required due to
their simple trough design.

Electromagnetic Vibratory Feeders
Electromagnetic drive feeders are favored in
production lines where variable controlled conveying
is required. High frequency vibration is generated
into tray assembly from the main drive unit providing
forward product movement over tray length.
Full instantaneous speed control from 0 to 100% is
achieved without any speed lag typically ideal for
dosing system applications or where controlled
conveying is required.
Both vibratory motor and electromagnetic feeders can be
supplied as open tray or can incorporate removable lids
dependant upon the material and process requirements.
Construction can be of mild or stainless steel and each
unit is designed to suit the client’s speciﬁc production and
physical plant requirements.
Bespoke solutions can also be supplied incorporating
multiple inlets and custom trough designs, outlet
conﬁgurations and discharge gate assemblies.

Belt Feeders
Material dosing can also be provided via
belt feeding devices. Such feeders can
provide accurate dispensing of both powder
and granule materials and have low impact
on the conveyed material due to the gentle
nature of the conveying method. Our belt
feeders can be supplied with either
constant rate or variable speed drives and
can incorporate multiple inlets and
discharge catch gates.

Screening & Sieving
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Vibratory Circular Screens
Circular vibratory screens are designed for all
product applications from food sectors to
aggregates, in either wet or dry applications.
Screening assembly is mounted on reactive
springs and can be supplied in a multi-deck system
giving up to four fraction separation. Each deck is
secured with quick release clamps allowing rapid
cleaning and mesh changing when required.
Machines can be supplied in varying diameters up to 2000mm to suit material throughput’s. Ancillary
components can supplied to provide mechanical enhancements such as top covers, material chutes and
mesh de-blinding systems.

Compact Safety Screens
Space saving design for high capacity scalping and safety
screening. These single deck units have central outlet
below the mesh allowing for high volume ﬂow of screened
product.
Dual outboard drive motors provide vertical / horizontal
amplitude vibration, controlling oversize product transit
speed over screen to discharge outlet.
Outboard mounted drive motors allows compact design
and provides simpliﬁed maintenance procedure and long
life assurance.

Rip & Tip Screening Systems
For the manual emptying of bags containing powder or
granular products. The product contained in the bag is
emptied into the hopper and subsequently sieved
particles are captured within top deck. Particularly
suitable for the food sectors for policing of ingredients.
These systems can also be using inline as part of FIBC
bag ﬁlling / discharge stations.
Quick
disassembly
Stainless steel
contact parts
Removable internal
components
Mobile or
Fixed location
FDA approved seals
Compact design

Screening & Sieving
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Linear Screens
Linear Flatbed Vibratory Screens are capable of
handling a wide range of materials and particle
sizes. Their vibratory action and use of mesh or
perforated plate decks allows fraction
separation of product into various streams.
Multi deck units permit separation of up to 4
material fractions.
Such screens can be supplied in both open and
fully enclosed trough formats with either
reactive spring or rubberised suppression
systems. Drives can be via standard vibratory
motor providing single speed operation or
electro-magnetic drives to give variable speed
control to suit the speciﬁc plant requirements.
Units are custom designed to suit the speciﬁc
materials and physical plant layout and can be
supplied in materials from mild steel to 316
grade stainless steel.

Bespoke Screening Solutions & System Integration
Both linear and circular sieves can be custom designed
together with bespoke frameworks to allow
incorporation within your speciﬁc plant process.
From direct bulk bag ﬁlling solutions to custom
separation systems we can develop a system concept
to fulﬁl your speciﬁc separation and sieving
requirements.
Sieving units can be incorporated within your existing
site equipment and can be utilised not only for
separation purposes but also as feeding devices.
Complete process solutions can be provided to embed
sieving capability into: conveying systems, ﬁlling &
discharging systems, weighing applications etc.

Weighing
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Batch Weighing - Powders & Pellets
Batch weighing systems generally
comprise of a central hopper or
vessel mounted upon a multi point
loadcell weigh frame. One or more
feeders are positioned around the
weigher perimeter and are used to
automatically dose materials into
the weighed vessel in accordance
with the specified recipe. The
physical form of the weigher can
vary dependant upon material and
the specific process requirements
but would generally be either a
conical or rectangular hopper.
Other applications may however
require a conveyor type batch
weigher or specific bespoke
solution.
Our batch weighing solutions incorporate automatically
operated discharge systems and can include a number of
discharge aid methods including; airation pads, fluidised
cones and flapper jackets to enhance the flow of difficult to
handle materials.
Batch weighers can be supplied in a wide variety capacities
from just a few grams to multiple tons with accuracies and
weighing ranges to suit your production requirements.

Batch Weighing - Liquids & Solids
As with powders, liquid weighing systems are designed around a central weigh hopper with liquids being
dispensed via pneumatically operated feed valves. Liquid feeds may be supplied from bulk storage tanks,
intermediate bulk containers or standard drums with delivery pumps to suit.
For multi-batch operation systems the weigh hopper
can discharge into a intermediate holding vessel
situated beneath. From the holding tank the liquid is
pumped on demand to the downstream process.
Complete discharge of the oils and line cleaning is
achieved utilising low level probes and air operated
purging systems.
Both weigh hopper and holding tank are housed in a
free standing enclosure which may be fitted with
electrical heating and insulation for the handling of
more viscous oils.
Solid material batch weighing systems
generally comprise of a belt conveyor mounted
on a multi-point weigh frame and provide
weighing and transfer of batches to the
downstream process. Loading can be
performed either manually by the operator or
via an automated conveyor system.
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Weighing
Continuous Weighing Systems
Continuous weighing systems are utilised for applications where the process is
of a continuous nature rather than that of a batching process. Such systems
generally comprise of either a continuous weigh conveyor or a duplex hopper
system.
Continuous weigh conveyors comprise of a belt
conveyor where a section of belt is weigher via
a roller assembly mounted upon a loadcell
weigh frame. This frame can incorporate a
single or multiple rollers dependant upon the
material and specific throughput requirements

Duplex hopper systems
comprise of two batch
weighers opperating
inversely to each other to
provide a continuous output
of weighed material. As one
is weighing the other is
discharging and vice versa.

Loss-In-Weight Weighing Systems
Loss in weight weighing
systems provide automated
discharging of materials by
weight to the downstream
process. General operation will
involve the top up of the weigh
vessel by mechanical or
pneumatic transfer prior to
discharging the required weight
of material. Refill of the hopper
can be controlled by level probe
or weight. Loss in weight
systems are normally utilised
where accuracy requirement is
lower and the batch size is
similar for all weighments.

Bespoke Weighing Solutions
With years of experience providing
weighing system solutions for our
customers we can design, supply
and implement a bespoke weighing
machine to suit your specific plant
and materials requirements. From
raw materials to finished product
weighing and check weighing
systems we endeavour to supply
the best possible solution with
respect to accuracy and longevity.

Bespoke Machinery
In addition to our range of standard bulk materials handling,
weighing and automation solutions we have extensive
experience in the design and development of bespoke solutions
to overcome our customers specific process requirements.

Whether your requirement is simply to handle very specific
material types or to automate a particular process requiring a oneoff machine development service we can offer the correct solution
to meet your exact needs.

Materials Handling
Weighing Systems
Sorting & Separation
Component Manufacture
Packaging Solutions

From special product manufacture to bespoke
packing solutions we provide highly innovative
machine and system solutions with respect to
operation, budget and longevity. Coupled with
advanced control and automation packages we
ensure your process solution problems are
overcome.

Turk-key Systems
Development

Our engineering team have vast experience within
numerous manufacturing sectors from recycling to pet
food ingredients and can provide you with a tailor made
solution that suits your specific budget.
Whatever your plant requirement get in touch with our
team to discuss the possible options available to you.
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Bespoke Machinery
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Below are a few examples of bespoke machine solutions we have developed to overcome our customers
speciﬁc process and material characteristic problems.

Bespoke Weighing
Bespoke weighing solutions for handling of specific
materials / products or for integration into existing
process lines.
Example 1 is a truck tyre weigher to check finished tyre
weight. Design required rapid installation into existing
tyre testing conveyor system.
Example 2 is a bag check weigher and tipping system
for pre-weighed minor ingredients being presented to an
internal mixer within the rubber compounding industry.

Bespoke Material Processing
Bespoke material processing system to overcome clients specific material
handling and dosing problems. The problem brief was to design a dosing
system that would overcome the customers problems with respect to
material agglomeration and separation of different particle sizes during the
dosing process. The developed machine comprises of an upper section
bulk bag discharger directly feeding a bespoke twin rotary paddle sieve to
break up material lumps. The sieved material is then fed into a paddle
blender to evenly distribute particle sizes before being dosed into the
downstream moulds via the ‘U’ trough screw feeder.

Bespoke Cutting & Cleaning
Bespoke system for a Spanish polymer processing
company. These two machines were supplied as
part of a complete polymer recycling plant.
Machine 1 accepts 1M3 polymer blocks, cuts off 1"
slices, lowers the slice down then takes it back
through the guillotine to create 1" x 1" strips. Strips
are then rotated and cut into cubes.
Machine 2 accepts feed of cubes into water bath
before elevating them and discharging to the
downstream drying system.

Bespoke Packing Solution
Bespoke packing system to layer clients manufactured
food ingredient sachets into cardboard boxes. The
developed machine provides direct online packing of
two continuous material streams from the upstream
FFS machine. Sachets are layered across the box
width via a traversing spout and front to back via a
moving carriage. The carriage also lowers in relation
to the increasing material height within the box.

Packing & Palletisation
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In addition to our extensive range of front end materials handling machinery and systems
C J Waterhouse Company also supply a range of manual and automated packaging and palletisation
systems for loose dry materials. From basic open mouth bag filling systems with manual bag placing to
fully automated packaging and palletisation lines and automated FIBC filling machinery we are able to
supply the end of line solution that exactly suits your specific production requirements.

FIBC & Bulk Packing
Our bulk bag filling solutions come in a variety of formats to
suit your specific requirements. From single position
volumetric filling stations with manual push button control to
fully automated multi-position lines incorporating automatic
pallet dispensing, neck sealing and take off systems.
Such systems incorporate
high accuracy multi-point
loadcell weighing for precise
filling. FIBC filling stations
can be supplied for single
size bulk bags or to cover a
range of bag heights and can
incorporate either manual or
automated height adjustment
dependant upon your
requirement.

Manual & Semi Automatic Sack Filling Lines
For lower throughputs and production requirements we can offer basic
sack filling solutions with either manual or automated bag loading, removal
and sealing. Systems can be supplied to work with any bag
shape, size and material with batching accuracies and
throughputs to suit your production requirements.
Such systems generally incorporate gravity
roller conveyor systems for manual transfer
of bagged materials from the filling system to
the sealing station and can be supplied with
either gross or nett weighers dependent
upon the specific requirements. Bag closure
can be either by heat sealer for
plastic materials or
stitched for paper
and woven
materials.

Packing & Palletisation
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Automated Packing Lines
C J Waterhouse are the UK partner to UmbraPackaging, one of the world's leading experts in
automated open mouth bag packaging and
palletisation systems.
From their headquarters in Perugia Italy, Umbra
manufacture a range of high speed placing, filling
and sealing machines for pre-made bags. Their
machinery is capable of handling any bag type with
integrated handles, slide locks and bespoke
fastening systems at sizes from 300g to 30Kg.
Single and duplex machines are available with
packing speeds of up to 2000 bags per hour.
Although numerous system
options are available the two
basic machines are the
Up1000 which is specificall
designed for larger bag
formats between 5Kg and
30Kg and the UP Mini which
handles smaller pack sizes
from around 300g to 7Kg.
Both machines can be
supplied to operate with
various material types from
powders to pellets and large
kibble materials.

Palletisation
Automated palletisation solutions can be supplied using one of
two methods depending upon the required throughput. The ﬁrst
is via a three axis robotic arm which collects the sacks from a
roller conveyor and positions them upon the pallet one at a time.
Multiple pallet conﬁgurations and stacking heights can be
achieved.
The second method if for high throughputs and collects the bags
in a similar fashion to that of the roboitic arm system. The main
diﬀerence is in the layering method whereby the
machine creates a full layer of bags upon an
opening plate system under which the
empty pallet is located. When a full
layer has been created the plates open
and the layer is moved to the pallet.
This operation is repeated a number of
times until the full pallet stack is
created. Between layers the pallet is
pushed upwards onto the underside of
the plate to ﬂatten the layer.

Control & Automation
Plant Control
CJ Waterhouse Co. Ltd provide customised
plant wide control and automation solutions
for both mechanical equipment supplied by
us and for third party machinery and process
lines.
Process line automation systems
incorporate machine starting applications,
automation hardware / software,
communication networks and data
presentation systems to provide a truly turnkey solution.
From initial consultation to system design
right the way through to commissioning and
plant start up we closely liaise with our clients
to ensure the best possible automation
solution is achieved for your specific plant
requirements.

Control Panel Design & Manufacture
Automation control panels are designed
in-house by our electrical systems
engineers to provide plant specific
machine and process operation.
All our panels are designed and
manufactured to the highest standards
and utilise off the shelf components from
some of the worlds largest and trusted
automation component manufacturers
such as: Siemens, Schneider, and Pilz to
name just a few.

Software Development

We adhere to all current design and
wiring legislation and can supply control
panels to satisfy worldwide requirements
i n t e r m s o f q u a l i t y, s a f e t y a n d
international legislations.

All plant automation software whether it be for PLC sequence
control, SCADA / HMI data presentation or PC based scheduling
software is developed in house by our team of systems
engineers.
Close liiason with our customers ensure we supply software
solutions to provide fully automated software system to operate
your plant the way you want.
We can develop PLC, SCADA & HMI software for any industry
utilising the platform and manufacturer of your choice, such as:

Siemens
Mitsubishi
Allen Bradley

Omron
Schneider
InTouch
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SCADA & HMI Systems
SCADA & HMI systems provide plant operators with an
effective interface to the associated machinery and processes.
Such systems are utilised to provide the user with live
information both in graphical and data format together with
permitting system configuration and set up.
More complex systems can incorporate material stock control,
in depth batch reporting and diagnostics along with live and
historical trending.
Our SCADA and HMI systems are developed in-house and are
designed to exactly reflect your plant equipment and specific
site requirements. Through initial and
ongoing engineering discussions we
get a true understanding of your
manufacturing process and develop a
data presentation system that reflects
your exact process.
Clear graphical displays and data
tables together with simple
configuration screens and operator
controls ensure that our software
solution fulfills your most exacting
requirements with respect to
functionality, ease of use and budget.

KS-Series Production Control & Recipe Handling
Our KS-Series software provides automated production
control and scheduling for both single and multiple
batching & mixing process lines. The software operates
upon a Microsoft Windows platform and has been
developed to have a similar appearance and
functionality to that of commonly used Windows software
programs.
The bespoke software is based around a Sequel Server
database system which permits real time access from
multiple terminals. The database houses all raw
materials together with specific mixing or process
functions from which individual recipe’s or compounds
can be created.
Once a recipe has been created and saved it can be
added to the schedule list for production where
numerous batch specific settings can be applied such as
total quantity, scale factor etc.
The system stores all completed batch data including target weight, actual weight and specific data as batch
logs which can be printed, exported or simply saved for future reference. These batch logs can be located
by performing a date range, compound type or material inclusion search at any time. Each KS-Series
software package is custom developed for the customer to incorporate their specific production
requirements, unnecessary options are removed from the interface to keep the system user friendly and as
simple as possible. Like wise additional functionality can be added for more complex production
requirements.
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Traditional Minor Ingredients Systems
Traditional minor ingredient systems were generally based
around static central batch weighers with a number of
material feed stations positioned around its perimeter.
Such systems would either weigh directly into a bag or
ﬁrst into the weigh vessel then discharge into the bag.
Such systems can suﬀer from lower accuracy,
contamination, slow throughput and limited or no
expansion possibilities. C J Waterhouse company
developed the Smart Cart system to overcome the
negative constraints.

Smart Cart Philosophy
The Smart Cart overcomes
these issues by moving
individual weigh carriages with
pre-loaded receptacles (bag,
bucket etc.) to the feeder
stations around a monorail track.
In this way the raw ingredients
are weighed directly into the
container on the carriage from
the feed station therefore
eliminating cross contamination.

Each carriage incorporates a high accuracy force motion platform scale to
give typical weighing accuracies on minor ingredients of +/- 3g or better.
As the smart cart carriages run upon a continuous monorail track
numerous carriages can be added to increase overall throughput.
This system can also reduce / eliminate
costly downtime due to weigher
malfunctions as each weigh carriage can
be simply removed from the track for
maintenance or repairs. The remaining
carriages will then continue the weighing
operations or an additional spare carriage
can be added to maintain the same
throughput.
Automatic systems for bucket, container
and bulk IBC can also be supplied
although the latter would normally be
located upon a linear track.
Due to the unique philosophy of the Smart
cart it is possible to incorporate additional
feed stations and track extensions at a
later date if expansion should be required.
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Bag Manufacture & Handling System
The fully automatic version of the Smart Cart manufactures bags on-line before loading them onto the
carriage clamp system. The weigh carriage then proceeds around the track system collecting the
required ingredients in accordance with the pre-speciﬁed recipe. On completion of the batch the bag is
printed with a barcode or batch information before being sealed and ejected onto the downstream
accumulation system. Semi & fully automatic systems for bucket, container and bulk IBC can also be
supplied although the latter would normally be located upon a linear track.

Material Storage & Dosing
The system is designed to incorporate bulk material
delivery in FIBC’s or sacks. These delivery methods are
catered for using either sack tip stations or bulk bag
discharge stations. In both cases the materials are
discharged into surge / feed hoppers located beneath.
Numerous material storage facilities with integrated
feeders are positioned around the track perimeter.
These feeders can be either vibratory or screw type
dependent upon the speciﬁc material being handled and
all are ﬁtted with pneumatically operated catch gated to
improve weighing accuracy and eliminate over-run or
spillage. In addition to the standard material feed
stations manual addition stations and ‘bag-in-bag’
stations can be incorporated as required.

Control & Automation
The control philosophy is based around a central control panel housing
the master PLC and associated hardware for the oﬀ-track functionality of
the system. Each Smart Cart weigh carriage incorporates a small PLC
unit providing independent speed control, anti-collission control, weight
signal conditioning and positioning control. Communications from the
master PLC panel are sent using a wireless bluetooth system while power
to the carriage drive is received via an enclosed copper Bus system which
runs around the perimeter of the track.
The central control panel incorporates a PC based recipe handling and
production scheduling system which sends individual recipe requirements
to each carriage as a new bag is loaded. The carriage will then
commence its cycle and feed weighment data back to the central panel
for batch logging and data reporting.
A PC based SCADA system provides system and carriage monitoring
together with a user friendly human machine interface.

Engineering Services
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Design & Consultancy
With our team of experienced design engineers we can
offer our customers a variety of engineering design
services from simple drafting to bespoke system
research, design development and prototype
manufacture.
Our design services are offered from in-house resources
utilising the latest 2D and 3D modelling design software
to ensure we provide the best possible service with
respect to functionality, longevity and budget. We draw
on many years of bespoke system design within multiple
manufacturing industries to develop the most exacting
solutions.
Our extensive experience allows us to offer design and
operation consultancy services for a wide variety of
materials handling & automation applications.

Evaluation & Prototyping

For all engineering design projects we follow a simple process flow
to ensure the end goal of achieving the correct solution is
achieved.
This process involves a number of key steps
commencing with definition of the problem, through the research
and preliminary solution stages to the modelling and final solution
creation.
For the majority of bespoke machine and system design projects
we produce partial or full prototypes to prove the concept. Such
prototypes may be on a smaller scale or manufactured from
temporary materials to test the design functionality prior to
committing to final design and manufacture. This prototype
development system not only reduces wastage but also optimises
project development
and manufacture times
whilst ensuring any
design errors and
functionality problems
are rectified quickly and
efficiently.

Engineering Services
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Assembly & In house Testing
Where possible all equipment is fully assembled in our workshop prior to
packing and delivery for quality control purposes and to ensure
functionality.
Following mechanical assembly the associated control
panels are mounted and all machine electrics such as
motors and sensors are fitted and wired.
The system is then tested, firstly without material to check
basic functionality and to ensure the control software
operates correctly.
Where possible materials are
introduced to give a true representation of the machines
site operation.

Installation & Commissioning
We supply our customers with varying levels of service depending on their specific requirements. From
equipment supply only to installation supervision and full mechanical and electrical installation services.
From single stand alone machines to complete site
installations incorporating machinery, support structures and
access platform and plant wide control systems we can
provide site engineering services to suit your specific
requirements.
Following installation we offer a
comprehensive system commissioning
and plant start up service to fully verify the
installation whether it be by ourselves or
via a customer appointed third party
installer.
Our experienced commissioning
engineers will conduct dry system trials to
ensure all physical plant functions operate
correctly before introducing materials to
conduct live system commissioning.

Service & Support
Our dedication and support to our customers doesn’t end at
installation and site commissioning. We offer a range of after
sales services and support packages ranging from pay as you
go maintenance to annual calibration visits and full service
contracts.
Service contracts are all tailor made to suit your specific
installation and the equipment covered and can include multiple
levels of cover:
Bronze
Telephone support

Silver
Telephone support & service visits

Gold
Telephone support, service visits & remote software access

Platinum
Telephone support, service visits, remote access & spares discount

Case Studies
Case Study 1 - Animal Feed Plant
Turn-key materials handling system for a
European equestarine supplement
manufacturer. The system included bulk
storage silos, bulk bag discharging and
both manual and automated sack
discharging. All ingredients were
automatically dosed to 3 bulk batch
weighers before being pneumatically
conveyed to a ribbon blender. The blender
discharges into a dump hopper before
being fed by auger to either the bulk bag or
25Kg ﬁlling lines. Our supply included all
materials handling equipment, mezzanine
ﬂoor and factory control system.

Case Study 2 - Bespoke Bulk Bag Discharge & Sieving
Bespoke materials handling solution for UK refractory
supplier to overcome a speciﬁc bulk bag discharging
problem they were experiencing. The resultant
machine comprised of 4 key elements:
Bag discharging - Necked bulk bags are lowered onto
station via a hoist system and discharged into the
station.
Particle reduction - Material falls into the screening
section which comprises of twin counter rotating paddle
drums which force the material through two concaved
screen plates to break up lumps and reduce particle
size.
Blending - The sieved material falls into the blending
section which re-homoginised the potentially separated
particle sizes.
Dosing - the blended product is dosed to the
downstream process via variable speed screw feeder.

Case Study 3 - Rubber Compounding Facility
Materials handling system supplied to UK
rubber compounding facility.
The system was designed to handle all the
clients raw materials including powders,
granules, solids and liquids.
Each raw ingredient type is automatically
dosed to its respective batch weighing
system before being conveyed directly to
the mixer via mechanical, pneumatic and
pumped transfer systems.
The supply included all mechanical,
electrical and control automation for the
material handling and batch production
scheduling.
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Case Studies
Case Study 4 - Aluminium Recycling System
Bespoke handling system to empty bulk bags
containing aluminium can lids using a blade cutting
system. The can lids are discharged
into a vibratory hopper feeder which
doses them onto a ﬂighted elevation
conveyor. The can lids then drop
into a weigh hopper which weighs
small batches before dropping them onto the
take-oﬀ conveyor. The result is a continuous
ﬂow of can lids to the down stream process at
a controlled rate of between 20 Kg and 85 Kg
per hour. This system was supplied to a
major Aluminium recycler in Saudi Arabia.

Case Study 5 - Biomass Handling System
Biomass handling and weighing system
supplied to a UK power station to provide a
controlled feed of wood chips to the
furnace. The system comprised of a quad
outlet live bottom hopper with central input
levelling screws to maximise useable
volume.
The hopper volume was 120M3 and the 4
duplex screw outlets feed high throughput
continuous belt weighers to provide
accurate measurement of material feed to
the downstream process.

Case Study 6 - Bespoke Packing Solution
Bespoke packing solution supplied to food ﬂavouring
manufacturing company. The machine was custom
designed to accept a continuous stream of sachets
produced by their existing form, ﬁll and
seal machine. The sachets are fed
through the machine accumulation, drive
and tensioning systems before entering
the dosing system. The dosing system
feeds the sachet stream to a oscillating
chute which lays the sachets into the
box. The box resides upon a moving
carriage system which moves forwards
and backwards to spread the stream
within the box and automatically lowers
as the layer level rises. When the
required number of sachets is reached
the stream is automatically cut.
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